If you caused

A

6,000%

INCREASE

IN AUTISM

wouldn’t you try to cover it up, too?

“IT'S TIME FOR THE CDC TO COME CLEAN WITH THE AMERICAN PUBLIC...”

- Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., March 2, 2006

We believe the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) knows that the ambitious immunization schedule begun in the 1990s, nearly tripling the amount of mercury injected into our children, created an epidemic of autism in America.

We are mystified that mercury remains in children's vaccines and that the CDC and American Academy of Pediatrics are fighting state laws banning mercury. Why?

Thousands of children are recovering from autism by having the mercury removed from their bodies using the Defeat Autism Now! Protocol. Yet, the CDC doesn't investigate these stories of recovery. Why?

We call on our elected officials, journalists, and all Americans to help us in the fight for recovery, truth, and justice for our children. As long as the CDC denies that mercury from vaccines is responsible for this epidemic, proper treatment will never be made widely available to the more than one million American children who could be treated today.

We salute the many autism organizations and parents at the Mercury Generation March today in Washington, D.C.

To read more about the controversy and the cover up, please visit www.PutChildrenFirst.org. Using the Freedom of Information Act, we are releasing new documents today revealing the CDC's deception.

IT'S TIME TO PUT OUR CHILDREN FIRST
putchildrenfirst.org